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Objectives

The goals are:

I to decrease the timestep dependency due to microphysics
(explanations next slide)

I to decrease, in particular, the strong timestep dependency
occurring when hail is considered (to be able to activate the ICE4
option)

I to simplify code source by splitting the code into independent
subroutines (secondary objective, old request of the ALADIN
community)

This work is still in progress, I have not done any evaluation in 3D
(qualitative or quantitative)
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apl_arome (only microphysic parts)

State variables

Adjusted state variables

condensation

Starting tendency
state var. / ∆t

Process tend. 1

Process tend. n

total tend.Intermediate state variable

New state variable

+

. . . +

=

total tend. * ∆t

sedimentation

micro-ϕ proc. 1micro-ϕ proc. n
new model timestep

3 timestep
dependency sources

I inner-process
(pb with the
formulation of
the tendency)

I inter-process
(two processes
act on the same
specie)

I algorithm (order
of processes
matter)
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0D framework

I Too many interactions to understand anything in a full 3D
framework (at least at the beginning)

I Strong differences on budgets when timestep changes
I No consistency between timestep variation and budgets or

variables response
I Use of a 0D framework

I initial values for all species (rv = 10 g/kg, rx = 1 g/kg)
I only rain_ice is called without sedimentation (hence adjustment to

saturation is not called)
I comparison of time evolution of mixing ratio with different ∆t
I tests achieved with ICE4

I In a second phase, I investigated around adjustment to saturation
and sedimentation

The fortran routines are called from python to speed up the
computation (no model set up) and to plot directly the results.
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Starting point (time series)

Figure : Mixing ratio and temperature time evolution for
different timesteps (operational code).

I oscillations

I dispersion on
end values of
mixing ratio

I need to reduce
the timestep to
0.001 s to
obtain a
convergence
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Starting point (budgets)

Figure : Time evolution of mixing ratio and temperature budgets for different
timesteps (operational code).
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Feedback on temperature

(a) before (b) after

In initial version of code, when a specie melts, it melts entirely
whatever is the impact on temperature due to latent heat transfer; a
heat budget allows to stop the process when temperature reaches 0◦C
and this eliminates the oscillations. (Around 10 processes affected).
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Snow riming

I In operations all the snow flakes exceeding a given diameter and
encountering a cloud droplet is rimed into graupel (whatever is
the quantity of droplets collected). This is not a physical
behaviour and it leads to a timestep dependency.

I Murakami, 1990 a snow flake is converted into graupel when its
density reaches the graupel density by collecting cloud droplets.
In practice, this is difficult to reach.

I Proposed formulation a snow flake must exceed a given diameter
and its density must reach a given percentage of the graupel
density by collecting cloud droplets to be rimed into graupel.

The proposed formulation allows riming (unlike the Murakami (1990)
formulation) in a physical way (unlike the operational formulation).
Meanwhile, we still must investigate on the need of a minimum
diameter (I feel that small snow flakes are more easily filled by droplets
and rimed?).
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Other modifications

Not enough time to illustrate these modifications (slides available for
questions)

I Graupel growth: strong impact near 0◦C
I choice of the growth mode corrected
I activation of water shedding modified

I Hail: strong decrease of hail production
I Graupel conversion into hail
I Hail dry growth
I Hail conversion into graupel

I Rain accretion on snow and snow riming
I feedback with temperature

I Rain freezing on ice crystals: graupel production reduction
I feedback with temperature (approximative correction because we

lack a prognostic variable for the internal drop temperature)
I Collection of liquid species by ice species to facilitate melting

I bug correction
I discontinuity at 0◦C

I Some other modifications
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Algorithmic modifications

Modifications:
I Independent routines for fast_rs, fast_rg. . .
I Separation algorithm / physics

I New ice4_tendencies routine to compute all the tendencies
(without limitation to S variables)

I Numerical algorithm in rain_ice (use of tendencies, limitation to S
variables, budgets calls. . . )

Advantages:
I Better control, more simple
I Different treatment for adjustment-like processes and other

processes
I allows to implement time-splitting and “mixing-ratio splitting”
I allows to adjust the tendencies when a specie disappear or when

T crosses a threshold (0◦C or -35◦C)
Drawback:

I Cost increase by using a splitting but first experiments seem to
show that this increase is not too important
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0D results

(a) before (figure already shown) (b) after all the modifications

With a tendency recalculation each time a mixing ratio is modified by
more than 0.01 g/kg, we obtain near perfect results.
We could certainly increase somewhat this threshold (test to do with
the 3D model?).
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Adjustment to saturation

In operations, we can have a loop of this kind:

I in condensation, adjustement is done according to an ice/liquid
fraction computed with temperature

I in rain_ice, cloud droplets are consumed (e.g. graupel growth)

I at the following timestep, condensation transforms some ice into
cloud droplets to get back to the right ice/liquid fraction

Both reservoirs are porous, when a specie disappears, the other one
is depleted.
A simple idea is implemented: condensation is modified (option) to
keep the ice/liquid fraction unchanged (with a totally liquid cloud by
default when ice/liquid fraction is undefined). Ice/liquid fraction, hence,
become prognostic and is controlled by other microphysical
tendencies.
This modification was introduced to suppress a timestep dependency
and must be evaluated and compared to the OCND2 option.
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Sedimentation 1/5

Two algorithms are available in AROME:
I SPLI: eulerian algorithm which needs a time splitting

(sub-timestep computed assuming a maximum fall speed of
40 m/s)

I STAT (Bouteloup et al, 2010): statistical algorithm (computes the
probability for rain present in grid to fall in the grid below and the
probability for the rain coming from the upper grid to fall in the
grid below)

Both schemes assume that water is uniformly spread in the grid and
the statistical scheme adds the hypothesis that water coming from the
upper grid crosses the boundary uniformly during the timestep.
I modified the SPLI scheme to compute the effective maximum fall
speed inside the column to reduce the number of sub-timesteps
needed; this scheme is denoted SPL2.
Simulations are done on a uniform vertical grid with one point
initialized with a non null mixing ratio (leading to a mean fall velocity of
about 3.3 m/s).
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Sedimentation 2/5

Figure : Profiles after 400s integration as a function of the
timestep for schemes in operational code.

I No timestep
dependency for
SPLI but wrong
fall speed

I Timestep
dependency for
STAT with good
fall speed for
∆t ∼ 3 s
(CFL ∼ 1)
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Sedimentation 3/5

Figure : Profiles after 400s integration as a function of the timestep for
optimised eulerian scheme with a maximum CFL equal to 1.

I Better fall speed than with SPLI
I Timestep dependency present
I Cost similar to the STAT cost
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Sedimentation 4/5

Figure : Profiles after 400s integration as a function of
the timestep for optimised eulerian scheme with a
maximum CFL equal to .2 or .8

I With maxCFL=0.2, we
obtain the same
behaviour as with SPLI

I Very litle timestep
dependency with
maxCFL=0.8

⇒ SPL2 has the low cost
of STAT and the low
timestep dependency
of SPLI
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Sedimentation 5/5

Figure : Profiles after one timestep for SPL2 with CFLmax=1
(top), CFLmax=.8 (middle), CFLmax=.8 and momentum
transport (bottom)

I tested a lagrangian
scheme with
different options and
I suspect that we
cannot obtain good
results with a fall
speed depending on
the mixing ratio as
long as we use a
single moment bulk
scheme.
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COPT case

We chose the SPL2 scheme and I performed some tests to decide on
the best position of the scheme and it seems that putting it before the
other microphysic processes reduces the timestep dependency
(sedimentation tendencies are then available for the mixing-ratio
splitting)
COPT (Caniaux et al, 1994):

I idealized 2D squall line case

I run with Meso-NH (same physics package as AROME)

I low predictability at initiation (modification does not decrease the
timestep dependency at the beginning of the simulation)

OLD Init.
3.5h 1h

NEW Init.
3.5h 1h

COMPARISON
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COPT results 1/4

Figure : Mean budgets (over 1h) for graupel, before modification (top) and
after (below). For the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences
between 5, 10, 15 and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.

Timestep dependency reduced, new simulations numerically more
stable
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COPT results 2/4

Figure : Mean budgets (over 1h) for snow, before modification (top) and after
(below). For the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences
between 5, 10, 15 and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.

Same kind of results for the other species
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COPT results 3/4

Figure : Graupel after 3.5+1h, before modification (top) and after (below). For
the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences between 5, 10, 15
and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.

Less graupel in the new squall line
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COPT results 4/4

Figure : Snow after 3.5+1h, before modification (top) and after (below). For
the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences between 5, 10, 15
and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.

More snow in the new squall line
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Conclusions 1/2

Improvements:

I timestep dependency reduced

I some bugs eliminated

I separation between physics and algorithm

I graupel reduction

I graupel to hail conversion reduced
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Conclusions 2/2

Future work:

I 3D comparisons with AROME on special cases (deep convection,
frontal system, cases of supercooled drop icing)

I Scores over summer and winter with AROME

I Diagnostic on ice/liquid fraction of cloud content (first evaluation
on aircraft icing measurements have shown insufficent
supercooled water amount in AROME)

I Test of the OCND2 option in this new code

I Evaluation of hail occurrence and of the impact of hail
introduction on systems dynamic (ICE4)

I Modifications of LIMA scheme to take advantage to this work

I Cost evaluation on real 3D cases
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Graupel wet growth 1/2

Physical aspects involved:

I dry growth mode: all the species collected by the graupel are
instantaneously frozen. Graupel is dry. Collection of frozen
species occurs with a low efficiency (snow does not stick on the
dry graupel).

I wet growth mode: all the liquid species collected by the graupel
does not freeze, a liquid skin appears around the graupel.
Graupel is wet. Collection of frozen species occurs with a high
efficiency (snow sticks on the wet graupel).

I In wet mode, the liquid species collected by graupel which does
not freeze are transformed into rain; this is called water shedding.
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Graupel wet growth 2/2

How it works:

I We compute the dry collection rate of all species

I We compute how much content the graupel can aggregate
(freezing power of liquid species over the graupel plus the wet
collection of frozen species)

I We compare both rates to deduce the growing mode

Problems:

I Collection of frozen species must be a consequence and not the
reason; so we must compare aggregation of liquid species to the
graupel frozen power of liquid species (excluding frozen species
of the comparison). Because of the high collection efficiency of
frozen species in wet mode, this error favours the dry mode near
0◦C whereas graupel is certainly wet when near the melting

I In operational code, water shedding only occurs when wet growth
is positive but when a melting graupel crosses a liquid cloud, all
the cloud droplets collected still must be transformed into rain
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Hail 1/2

I Graupel conversion into hail: ∂ rh
∂ t

∣∣∣
g→h

=
(

∂ rg

∂ t

)∗
× DRY

DRY+WET

I In present code
(

∂ rg
∂ t

)∗
is the PRGS variable but S variables

contain microphysical tendency plus the initial value (divided by
timestep). With a small timestep we transform more graupel into
hail.

I New formulation only takes into account the graupel produced
during the timestep.

I Hail dry growth: in current formulation we do not check that hail
growths in wet mode and force a wet mode even when it cannot
occur. Now all the collection rates are computed and growth
mode is evaluated like for graupel.

I Hail conversion into graupel: when hail growths in dry mode, a
part of the tendency can be reverted to graupel.
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Hail 2/2

(a) before (b) after

I hail production is decreased

I timestep dependency is reduced

I but: no validation
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Rain accretion on snow and snow riming 1/2

With T<0◦C, rc + rs⇒ rs + rg and rr + rs⇒ rs + rg

In operational code, this is done without limitation. With a small
timestep, feedback with temperature can limit the transformation. To
correct this timestep dependency, the snow freezing power of snow is
computed and the different transformations are done, in this order,
until the freezing power is reached:

I rc + rs⇒ rs

I rc + rs⇒ rg

I rr + rs⇒ rs

I rr + rs⇒ rg
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Rain accretion on snow and snow riming 2/2

(a) before

(b) after
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Rain freezing on ice crystals 1/2

I old formulation: rr + ri ⇒ rg without limitation

I new formulation: we use latent heat exchange to limit the
conversion⇒ graupel production reduced
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Rain freezing on ice crystals 2/2

(a) before

(b) after
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Collection of liquid species by ice species to facilitate melting

With T<0◦C: rr + rs⇒ rs + rg and rc + rs⇒ rs + rg

With T>0◦C: collection of rain and cloud droplets help melting
Problems:

I rain and cloud collection was not computed with T>0◦C whereas
these rates are needed

I there is a discontinuity at ◦C for collection of cloud by snow. With
T<0◦C, cloud becomes snow and graupel which can melt into rain
when T becomes >0◦C by sedimentation. If collection occurs
directly when T>0◦C cloud remain cloud, it lacks a kind of water
shedding.

These corrections seem to not have a strong impact.
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Other modifications

Corrections hidden by the mixing-ratio splitting:

I collection rates used to compute melting rates must not be limited
to S variables because these species are not consumed

Other modifications:

I Error ZVEC1/ZVEC2 and IVEC1/IVEC2 for the snow/rain
collection

I collection rates used to compute snow melting/conversion must
be total rates, in operational code only rates leading to snow (and
not graupel) was used

I LEVLIMIT

I Langlois “all-or-nothing” adjustment contains a bug in AROME
and Meso-NH⇒ option replaced by condensation with σs = 0

Some tests around evaporation: sensibility to the diffusion. With a
small timestep, mixing ratio are spread over a bigger surface (more
iterations) and evaporation is bigger.
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COPT results cloud droplets 1/2

Figure : Mean budgets (over 1h) for cloud droplets, before modification (top)
and after (below). For the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are
differences between 5, 10, 15 and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results cloud droplets 2/2

Figure : Cloud droplets after 3.5+1h, before modification (top) and after
(below). For the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences
between 5, 10, 15 and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results rain 1/2

Figure : Mean budgets (over 1h) for rain, before modification (top) and after
(below). For the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences
between 5, 10, 15 and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results rain 2/2

Figure : Rain after 3.5+1h, before modification (top) and after (below). For
the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences between 5, 10, 15
and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results ice crystals 1/2

Figure : Mean budgets (over 1h) for ice crystals, before modification (top) and
after (below). For the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences
between 5, 10, 15 and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results ice crystals 2/2

Figure : Ice crystals after 3.5+1h, before modification (top) and after (below).
For the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences between 5, 10,
15 and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results snow 1/2

Figure : Mean budgets (over 1h) for snow, before modification (top) and after
(below). For the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences
between 5, 10, 15 and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results snow 2/2

Figure : Snow after 3.5+1h, before modification (top) and after (below). For
the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences between 5, 10, 15
and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results graupel 1/2

Figure : Mean budgets (over 1h) for graupel, before modification (top) and
after (below). For the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences
between 5, 10, 15 and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results graupel 2/2

Figure : Graupel after 3.5+1h, before modification (top) and after (below). For
the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences between 5, 10, 15
and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results hail 1/2

Figure : Mean budgets (over 1h) for hail, before modification (top) and after
(below). For the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences
between 5, 10, 15 and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results hail 2/2

Figure : Hail after 3.5+1h, before modification (top) and after (below). For the
∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences between 5, 10, 15 and
20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results horizontal wind

Figure : U wind after 3.5+1h, before modification (top) and after (below). For
the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences between 5, 10, 15
and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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COPT results vertical wind

Figure : W wind after 3.5+1h, before modification (top) and after (below). For
the ∆t=1s simulation (left). Other columns are differences between 5, 10, 15
and 20s ∆t simulations and the left column.
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0D results with xmrstep=1.E-5

Figure : recalculation each time a mixing ratio change by more than 0.01 g/kg
(figure already shown)

Near perfect results
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0D results with xmrstep=1.E-4

Figure : recalculation each time a mixing ratio change by more than 0.1 g/kg

Very good results (on this particular situation)
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0D results with xmrstep=1.E-3

Figure : recalculation each time a mixing ratio change by more than 1. g/kg

Bad results
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